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Platform one

The UST news section is focused on technological
development. Business and politics are only covered 
in so far as they impact directly on engineering solutions. 
From the outset UST has established itself as a 
publication that deals in hard science.

UST insights

Insights reveal the latest technological advances across 
all unmanned vehicle platforms, as well as a number of 
specific industry applications. UAVs, UGVs, UUVs, USVs 
and Unmanned Space Vehicles will all take their place in 
the spotlight, as well as sectors utilising this burgeoning 
technology including Mining, Agriculture, Surveillance, 
Inspection & Security applications. UST is dedicated to 
providing invaluable knowledge for engineers.

Uncrewed vehicle dossiers & digests

Each issue of UST contains at least one main dossier and 
one digest offering an incredibly detailed look at a high-
profile unmanned vehicle project, revealing many secrets of 
the technology that are simply not reported anywhere else.

Powerplant dossiers

The world of uncrewed systems has created new 
requirements for small internal combustion engines and 
electric motors, to the extent that currently there is far from 
agreement as to the most appropriate technical solution.  
A host of different approaches are being exploited, from 
Wankel rotary to reciprocating, from battery electric to fuel 
cell and all manner of hybrids. Each of UST’s powerplant 
dossiers explores in depth one of the diverse innovative 
power units at the forefront of today’s uncrewed revolution.

Launched in 2014, UST is 
the first ever publication to 
focus entirely on providing 
independent coverage of the 
engineering of uncrewed
systems. UST has grown at an
exponential rate. Continuing to
be published bi-monthly,
UST probes the cutting-edge
projects of today to provide
in-depth research insights, using
rigorous investigation backed by
professional peer review
and critical analysis.

UST is an invaluable resource of 
actionable intelligence for engineers 
whilst also providing a targeted 
promotional platform for those with 
products and services of interest 
to them. If you want to seize more 
than your fair share of the fresh 
opportunities being created in this 
exciting sphere, then UST is an 
absolute must. 
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U
krainian company Skyeton 

was founded in 2006 as a 

designer and manufacturer 

of light sport aircraft. As 

part of this work it has 

studied accidents involving them, and 

has realised that the primary cause is 

human error, convincing the company 

that autonomous aircraft are the way 

forward. That, and a slump in the market 

for small aircraft brought about by stricter 

licencing regulations and wider access 

to virtual flight simulators for recreational 

pilots, motivated Skyeton to begin 

researching unmanned vehicles and 

their associated technologies.

In 2014 it therefore began developing 

its first prototype UAV. That has resulted 

in the Raybird-3, a 23 kg fixed-wing, 

gasoline-powered UAV with a 2.96 m 

wingspan and a payload capacity of 

up to 5 kg, engineered primarily for 

surveillance and inspection missions.

“Fulfilling applications such as 

search & rescue missions, mapping 

and monitoring wildfires, were the 

most common reasons customers had 

bought our small manned aircraft in the 

past, so it was logical for us to develop 

UAVs for similar kinds of markets,” 

recounts Skyeton’s founder and CEO, 

Alexander Stepura.

“By the mid-2010s, we’d gained 

plenty of experience of working with 

components common to manned and 

unmanned systems, such as autopilots, 

high-end microprocessors and expensive 

payload sensors. As we studied the 

range of technologies available, and how 

they were evolving, we became certain 

that making UAVs smaller, not bigger, 

was the way to go. Designing as much 

functionality, survey capability and flight 

time as we could into a tight aircraft 

package weighing no more than 25 kg 

became our goal from early on.” 

Stepura and his team also soon found 

that the most urgent requirements for 

aerial inspections (such as over forests, 

coasts, disaster zones and borders) 

came from government agencies 

needing to locate hard-to-find objects 

such as signs of people or damage, 

across very large territories. 

Spotting a need for small, long-endurance 
UAVs for surveying large areas of land or 
sea was the impetus for developing this 

aircraft, as Rory Jackson explains

Going the
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S
hort-range cargo transport 

is a major target for the 

disruptive technologies of 

autonomy and electrification, 

and Swedish freight mobility 

company Einride is aiming straight at it 

with its next-generation Pod. 

In cooperation with an impressive group 

of partners in the logistics, computing, 

vehicle technology and venture capital 

sectors, the company is developing what 

it refers to as a completely new way of 

shipping goods, to shake up an industry 

that acting CTO Per Hallgren characterises 

as far behind the cutting edge and having 

a major impact on global emissions. 

“The Pod represents a shift in freight 

mobility,” he says. “Designed from the 

ground up to be 100% electric, fully 

autonomous and with the ability for 

remote operation, it has the potential to 

transform logistics.” 

Einride considers the Pod to be the 

newest part of an ‘ecosystem’ that includes 

infrastructure and knowhow, with manned 

electric trucks already in service and the 

autonomous Pod as hardware and its 

freight mobility platform as software. “The 

idea is not to provide a direct one-to-one 

replacement for diesel but to transform 

freight as a whole to be both sustainable 

and intelligent,” Hallgren says. 

The level of autonomy chosen 

for the Pod is SAE Level 4, which is 

essentially full automation but with a 

human operator who can take control if 

necessary – in this case from a remote 

operations centre – and the ability to 

bring itself to a safe halt if for example 

the comms with the operator are 

interrupted. As with other Level 4 vehicles 

designed to operate without a human 

driver or supervisor aboard, the Pod will 

remain within a restricted operational 

design domain (ODD). 

Designed to operate at SAE Level 4, Swedish freight 
operator Einride’s autonomous Pod delivery truck aims to 
transform logistics operations. Peter Donaldson reports

Next-level 
logistics

April/May 2021  |  Unmanned Systems Technology    22

T
he origin of Saab’s 

Sabertooth AUV goes back 

to a brainstorming session in 

2008 between the company 

and Norwegian offshore 

engineering giant Aker Solutions. The 

purpose of the meeting was to begin 

shaping a new generation of machines 

that could be stationed on the sea floor 

on an effectively permanent basis to act 

as caretakers to the energy infrastructure 

in waters as deep as 3000 m. Potentially, 

they would be supervised from onshore 

facilities most of the time to reduce the 

need for expensive launch, recovery and 

support vessels. 

Chief engineer Jan Siesjo describes 

the Sabertooth as a way of transitioning 

into a new world of offshore operations 

that erases the traditional boundaries 

between ROVs and AUVs, in that it 

can work in either mode. “The more 

autonomous technology that’s introduced, 

the smaller the difference between an 

ROV and an AUV. It is just a matter of the 

degree of operator support provided and 

the quality of communication that you 

need to get things done,” he says. 

“The basic requirements came out of 

that cooperation with Aker,” he recalls. 

“They build the infrastructure on the 

sea floor, so they have a good idea of 

what needs to be done. We looked at 

big, small and intermediate vehicles 

and arrived at a size and capacity that 

represents something of a sweet spot.”

This deep-sea robotic ‘caretaker’ for offshore 
infrastructures has been designed to operate as 
an ROV or AUV, as Peter Donaldson explains

Seabed 
sentinel

February/March 2021  |  Unmanned Systems Technology    
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Such operators consistently need to 

cover thousands of kilometres per mission, 

especially when searching for casualties or 

inspecting high-value public infrastructure 

such as powerlines and pipelines. As a 

result, maximising flight endurance, range 

and hence aerodynamics quickly became 

Skyeton’s priorities. 

These days, many UAV engineers 

prioritise minimisation of downtime 

between recovering and relaunching 

UAVs, for example by using hot-

swappable batteries, which indeed make 

sense for a wide range of commercial 

survey operations. 

However, that would not hugely help 

the sort of customer Skyeton seeks 

to serve through its long-term goal of 

a business-to-government business 

model – operating fleets of its Raybird-3 

UAVs wherever emergency services, 

defence forces and similar groups have 

contracted them to do so, then selling the 

data gathered at the quality, quantity and 

price requested. 

Instead, Skyeton has focused on 

maximising the ‘uptime’ between 

downtimes, as well as the value derived 

from each flight. 

Aside from a natural focus on every 

aspect of the Raybird-3’s architecture 

– from its aerodynamics, powertrain, 

payload systems, comms and navigation 

to launch and recovery systems (LARSs) 

– its r&d has gone beyond these standard 

subsystems, and it is now developing the 

means for fully automated launch and 

recovery of autonomous UAV swarms. 

The aim is to be able to cover several 

thousand square kilometres of ocean 

and/or terrain from a single command 

centre, using a relatively small flight team 

and providing continuous data feedback 

for major civil or military emergencies.

System architecture
The company’s emphasis on endurance 

has engendered a few notable 

engineering decisions in the Raybird-3’s 

architecture that set it apart from key trends 

in the broader high-end UAV sphere. 

Skyeton Raybird-3   |   Dossier

distance

Designing as 
much functionality 
and flight time as 
we could into an 
aircraft package 
weighing no more 
than 25 kg became 
our goal early on 
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Ukraine-based Skyeton has engineered the Raybird-3 
for large-area persistent survey, with endurances of 25-
30 hours or more (Images courtesy of Skyeton)
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Autonomous Electric 
Transport levels
Einride has defined its own Autonomous 

Electric Transport (AET) levels that 

represent progressively more complex 

ODDs. Hallgren says they are a superior 

way to roll out autonomous transport that 

is based on the use case rather than 

human involvement. 

He explains that AET levels 1 and 

2 represent closed facilities and local 

deliveries on public roads, while levels 

3 and 4 focus on highways and general 

rural and intermediate routes. The latter, 

he acknowledges, are more complex and 

will require the supporting infrastructure 

to be expanded to operate at scale. Lastly, 

AET level 5 covers operations in urban 

areas, which Hallgren emphasises is by 

far the most complicated environment 

but also the least important for logistics 

operations because the bulk of them take 

place in the less complex environments 

represented by AET levels 1 to 4. 

“With these four levels, AET can 

account for most freight activities, 

reducing CO2 and other harmful 

particulate emissions by more than 90% 

and cutting costs in half,” he says. 

Einride was founded in 2016, and 

the original concept for the Pod was 

developed during that year, with the 

first model entering service at customer 

logistics specialist DB Schenker’s site in 

2018. Hallgren says that in 2019 it became 

the first fully autonomous heavy transport 

vehicle to operate on a public road. 

In terms of development status with 

respect to operations, AET levels 1 and 

2 have been used in commercial pilot 

projects in cooperation with customers 

since 2018, with levels 3 and 4 currently 

in development. Hallgren says there are 

plans to reach roads around the world 

by 2023. 

Einride next-gen Pod   |   Dossier

Unmanned Systems Technology |  April/May 2021

The Pod on an autonomous lap of a racing circuit as part of demonstration of the self-
driving system’s performance (Images courtesy of Einride unless stated otherwise)
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The Sabertooth is available in single- 

and double-hull configurations; this 

article is focused on the latter. With a 

launch weight of between 1200 and  

1500 kg, the largest configuration of it 

has a length of nearly 4.1 m and a height 

of 67 cm. 

Its 30 kW/h battery capacity offers an 

endurance of more than 14 hours and a 

maximum forward speed of 4 knots on 

the 100 kgf generated by a pair of rear-

mounted thrusters. There is also a lateral 

tunnel thruster capable of generating  

90 kgf and three vertically mounted 

thrusters rated at 160 kgf. 

Using these in combination, the 

control system provides the vehicle with 

complete freedom of manoeuvre about 

the three rotational and three translational 

axes. The vehicle can be ordered with 

depth ratings of 1200 or 3000 m. 

Operating near the sea floor in close 

proximity to the infrastructure and 

equipment of the offshore energy industry 

demands high levels of ruggedness and 

reliability, Siesjo emphasises. He adds that 

Saab drew on its experience of building 

traditional ROVs to achieve that, using as 

many proven components as possible. 

As with all its underwater vehicles, 

the company also turned to its iCON 

technology platform, described as a 

network of distributed devices and 

software. It consists of building blocks 

for vehicle control, navigation and 

behaviours, maintenance management 

and power distribution. “Essentially, iCON 

is our component box that we try to re-

use whether we are building an ROV or 

an AUV,” Siesjo says. 

Range versus manipulation
In terms of its overall shape, the 

Sabertooth lies between two stereotypical 

extremes of the torpedo-like AUV and 

the boxy ROV. “Torpedo-shaped vehicles 

are nice because they have very low 

drag and so can go long distances on a 

small battery, but they are terrible when 

it comes to interacting with something,” 

Siesjo says. “They can swim around with 

scanning sensors, but they can’t really 

manipulate anything.

“The other end of the spectrum are 

the traditional ROVs. They look like big 

boxes with propellers on the corners, and 

are terrible from a hydrodynamic point 

of view but are very manoeuvrable and 

great for manipulating things.”

The requirement for the Sabertooth 

was for a vehicle that could swim out 

from a ship or docking station to a work 

site, so a reasonable range was essential. 

Then, once it reached its destination, it 

would need the manoeuvrability, stability 

and fine control to stop at the right spot 

and deploy sensors or tools. “What you 

end up with is basically a flatter, slimmer 

ROV redesigned to operate on battery 

power,” Siesjo says. 

The primary structure is made from 

ASTM A4-grade stainless steel, and takes 

the form of a backbone with outriggers. 

A lifting eye for launch & recovery is 

attached to the middle of the backbone 

at the vehicle’s nominal point of balance. 

On either side of the backbone is an 

‘e-pod’ containing the pressure hulls 

that protect the battery packs, power 

conditioning electronics, computers, 

Saab Sabertooth AUV   |   Dossier

Torpedo-shaped 
vehicles are nice 
because they 
have very low 
drag, but they 
are terrible when 
they interact  
with something 

Unmanned Systems Technology |  February/March 2021

The Sabertooth was developed to spend  
long periods close to the sea floor, minimising 
the use of expensive support ships for launch  
& recovery (Courtesy of Saab)
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I
n the 1980s, automated guided 

vehicles were little more than dumb 

machines snuffling around factories 

following buried electric wires for 

guidance. Dutch company 2getthere’s 

development history starts then, with 

the innovation of localisation through 

reference to external landmarks to make 

their vehicles smart. 

Its latest, third-generation self-

driving shuttle, is a battery-powered, 

22-passenger autonomous group rapid 

transit (GRT) vehicle based on technology 

that already operates at SAE Level 4 in 

controlled environments without a safety 

steward aboard, and will soon begin 

doing the same thing in mixed traffic. 

The company’s autonomous vehicles 

still use a combination of odometry 

and landmarks, but they also support 

advanced navigation, sensing and 

decision-making systems. Over the 

past 30 years, that core localisation 

strategy has been applied in theme 

parks, factories and container terminals, 

as well as public transit applications. 

An installation at Schiphol Airport in 

1997 represented the company’s first 

foray into the automated people mover 

(APM) market, and although the industry 

regarded APMs as elevated railways, this 

system was very different. 

Identity crisis
It wasn’t until the Society of Automotive 

Engineers (now SAE International) came 

up with its levels of autonomy numbered 

0 to 5 that the company had a widely 

recognised label for its products – Level 

This Dutch company’s latest autonomous shuttle 
operates at SAE Level 4 and is set for use in mixed 
traffic. Peter Donaldson reports on its development

Autonomy  
to the four

October/November 2020  |  Unmanned Systems Technology    78

T
he rise of autonomous 

logistics has fostered the 

development of a wide 

range of UGVs and UAVs for 

delivering small, lightweight 

packages over ‘last mile’ distances. 

Automating large-scale bulk cargo 

logistics is comparatively rare though, 

with autonomous container ships and 

freight trucks generally being limited to a 

few projects that are still at the r&d stage.

However, Kalmar, a Finnish producer 

of port cargo handling solutions, has 

integrated a number of external and in-

house technologies into a commercially 

available system for autonomous cargo 

terminal operations. 

At these terminals, thousands of 

containers each day are lifted from and 

onto vessels and trucks using what are 

called straddle carriers. These vehicles 

– often around 10 m long, 5 m wide and 

12-15 m tall – pick up the containers 

(which can weigh up to 60 t) by their top 

lifting points and lower them onto trucks 

or other containers. 

Although Kalmar first started integrating 

automation into the carriers and their 

surrounding infrastructure about 20 years 

ago, the repetitive and hazardous nature 

of this work have motivated the company 

to keep investing r&d into achieving fully 

autonomous operations. 

The resulting automated straddle 

carriers – AutoStrads – and the 

technologies enabling their use has 

resulted in dramatic reductions in labour 

and maintenance costs.

Naturally, automation also removes 

essentially all the human error from terminal 

work. At a basic level, that means noticeably 

smoother operations. More important 

though, the collisions, unplanned repairs 

and losses of freight attributable to human 

drivers are eliminated.

And as yard lighting is not needed for 

the AutoStrads to be able to navigate, the 

system also brings energy-saving and 

consequently environmental benefits. 

For example, the Patrick Fisherman 

Island terminal in Brisbane, Australia, 

saved an estimated AU$50 million a 

year, including more than AU$500,000 

in maintenance costs per carrier (over its 

lifetime), and cut workers’ compensation 

costs owing to injuries by over 90% in 

the year following their installation. 

This automated straddle carrier 
is making it safer and cheaper 
to handle shipping containers. 
Rory Jackson explains how 
the system works

Manifestly 
better

December/January 2021  |  Unmanned Systems Technology    
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4 autonomous vehicle systems. The 

company went on to sell them for use in 

restricted Operational Design Domains 

(ODDs), free of other traffic, to carry 

people around facilities such as business 

parks and university campuses, and often 

connecting them with other mass transit 

systems in first- and last-mile applications. 

2getthere was spun out of FROG 

Navigation Systems by the latter’s 

founder Carel van Helsdingen, and 

Robbert Lohmann, 2getthere’s chief 

commercial officer, in 2007. Within a 

year, they had sold their first personal 

rapid transit (PRT) system to Masdar 

City in Abu Dhabi. The system is based 

on smaller, four-seat vehicles and 

entered service in 2010. In March 2019, 

German automotive technology giant ZF 

bought the company.

One of the earliest installations of the 

GRT system was the ParkShuttle set 

of vehicles at Rivium Business Park 

near Rotterdam, the first generation of 

which entered service in 1999. It was 

superseded in 2006 by the second 

generation, with 22-passenger vehicles, 

and is now preparing for a fleet of the 

third-generation shuttles. 

At this point, it is worth a quick walk-

through of the evolution of the vehicles 

deployed at Rivium and operated by 

public transport company Connexxion. 

The first-generation vehicle had a 

rigid chassis with no suspension, while 

the cabin was suspended on springs to 

cushion the ride for the passengers. 

This unusual configuration was used to 

get around a problem with the obstacle 

detection and braking systems when 

installed on a vehicle with a conventional 

chassis. On detecting an obstacle in 

the vehicle’s path, the system would 

apply the brakes, the vehicle would 

pitch forward and the obstacle sensor 

would then perceive the road surface 

as another obstacle even closer to the 

vehicle, and apply the brakes harder. 

While the rigid chassis solved this 

problem, hitting bumps made the cabin 

bounce around uncomfortably. 

Despite these drawbacks, the first-

generation system performed well 

enough for Connexxion to order the 

second generation, but it wanted vehicles 

with better ride comfort and more 

passenger capacity, Lohmann says. This 

required a new design using air 

2getthere third-generation shuttle   |   Dossier

The system for 
Connexxion 
performed well 
enough, but it 
wanted vehicles 
with better ride 
comfort and 
more capacity 
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The shuttle undergoing trials at the Rivium 
business park near Rotterdam in the 

Netherlands. It has a large area of glass, 
which contributes to the body’s structural 

strength (Images courtesy of 2getthere)

The interior can be configured with up to 12 seats 
plus space for six passengers standing, while a high-
density configuration seats eight with 14 standing

79

The platform
The company manufactures a range of 

straddle carriers that typically measure 

roughly two to four containers in height, as 

well as being 5 m wide and 9.2 m long.

Less immediately noticeable are the 

variations in their powertrains. The basic 

system is designed around a diesel-

electric architecture: a diesel engine 

provides continuous power to a variable-

speed generator, creating electrical 

energy to be used for driving and lifting, 

with resistors installed to consume 

excess power from the electric motors. 

However, increasingly the company 

also provides hybrid options, which 

differ from the standard diesel-electric 

powertrain by having a battery for 

storage and continuous supply of energy. 

Instead of being always active, the 

diesel generator recharges the battery 

intermittently, reducing fuel consumption 

by 30-40%.

“Fully electric systems are also 

growing in popularity, so when asked, 

we can get rid of the diesel generator 

and power everything using a battery 

pack,” says Timo Alho, vice-president of 

terminal design services at Kalmar.

“The cumulative weight of the batteries 

is about the same as the diesel engines 

– a few hundred kilos or so – so there’s 

not much of a challenge with integrating 

or switching between them in terms of 

weight distribution. It doesn’t make sense 

to put on huge amounts of battery power; 

the continuous, non-stop nature of cargo 

terminal work is such that it makes 

far more sense to set up opportunity 

charging, so that the carriers can charge 

for a short time when convenient.”

Battery voltage is usually 600 V 

(although that can vary) and capacity 

is set to enable about 50 minutes of 

operations, after which 5 minutes of 

charging is needed to replenish the 

packs fully.

Terminal connectivity
Terminal-wide wi-fi connections have to 

be installed on all carriers before they 

can operate autonomously. These are 

critical for consistent, secure reporting 

of navigation information on the position 

and heading of each carrier, as well 

as the arrival of and destinations for 

containers, as they are lowered onto the 

ground from ships, stacks or trucks by 

way of manned and autonomous cranes.

“You don’t need to program any 

of the carriers or feed in any tasks, 

because they’re persistently connected 

wirelessly to Kalmar One, our central 

automation system,” Alho explains. “This 

automatically dispatches and controls 

the work orders that dictate where 

straddle carriers need to be moving at 

any given time. 

“It also determines the directions 

inherent in the work orders based on 

information fed to it from the planning 

system, which maintains the records for 

inventory and deliveries.” 

As such, humans are not routinely 

needed for any active commands or 

jobs; technicians overseeing the central 

automation system can make ad hoc 

adjustments based on (for example) 

last-minute changes to work orders. 

Alternatively, they can choose to alter the 

number of active carriers if they perceive 

that there are more than are required on 

the terminal floor, and that saving fuel or 

battery power would be more prudent.

Tomi Tuulkari, head of product 

Kalmar AutoStrad   |   In operation
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The AutoStrads can greatly reduce 
the running costs and accidents 

at cargo terminals by taking 
human error out of their operations 
(Images courtesy of Kalmar Global)

Ground-based localisation solutions 
are used in place of GNSS, with 

IMUs for aiding, and Lidars for 
obstacle detection and avoidance
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TECHNOLOGY FOCUS:  
Charging
Charging strategies for autonomous uncrewed 
electric platforms are a key element of the 
overall system architecture. We will look at how 
the different charging technologies can enable 
system architecture innovation, from near- and 
far-field wireless to continuous charging.

PRODUCT FOCUS:  
Engine control units
ECUs are becoming more complex as 
autonomous systems increasingly move 
into BVLOS and urban airspaces. Demand 
is rising for increased safety functions, more 
secure communications protocols, and deeper 
analytics of engine performance parameters 
- we will look into how ECU developers are 
catering for such demands and more.

INSIGHT:  
Uncrewed Ground Vehicles

TECHNOLOGY FOCUS:  
Performance monitoring
Monitoring the performance of an uncrewed 
system in real time is more critical than ever. 
Collecting detailed data on the operation of 
the system can be used during a mission 
and provides vital information for preventive 
maintenance. We will be looking at the different 
technologies and strategies for performance 
monitoring of systems on land, sea and in the air. 

PRODUCT FOCUS:  
Gimbals
Gimbal designs are being optimised to give 
uncrewed systems the edge in persistent 
inspection and surveillance capabilities, for 
commercial assets and security hotspots the 
world over. We will showcase how these complex 
systems combine rugged construction with 
delicate electronics and sensors to produce the 
most highly-valued of UAV payloads.

INSIGHT:  
Uncrewed Aerial Vehicles

TECHNOLOGY FOCUS:  
LiDAR sensors
LiDAR laser ranging technology has seen a 
dramatic reduction in cost that is driving the 
technology into many more applications. We will 
be looking across the wide range of lidar sensors 
available for uncrewed system developers.

PRODUCT FOCUS:  
Connectors
As uncrewed systems developers pack higher 
numbers of sensors and electronics into their 
vehicles’ hulls, connections with insufficient 
robustness, lightness, and cost-effectiveness 
can pose severe risk to the long-term safety and 
competitiveness of their host systems. We will 
uncover how different connector manufacturers 
are rising to the challenge.

INSIGHT:  
Uncrewed Surface Vehicles
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A
lthough the launch and 

recovery of ROVs and 

AUVs from ships at 

sea is well-established, 

deploying them from 

vessels that are themselves unmanned 

and under the control of a crew in an 

operations centre – which could be on 

the other side of the world – is at the 

cutting edge of the technology. 

That is one capability that Sea-Kit 

has demonstrated with its X-Class USV, 

a 12 m, 11.2 t machine developed for 

over-the-horizon support of surveillance, 

monitoring and environmental data 

collection missions. Because the 

uncrewed vessel can head out from a 

port to an area of operations thousands 

of miles away and remain on station 

for months, it represents a less costly 

alternative to a manned support ship. 

Competitive  
mapping genesis
Inventor and Sea-Kit CEO Ben Simpson 

says the idea was triggered by a call 

from a team preparing to compete for the 

Shell Ocean Discovery XPRIZE in 2018-

19. This team, which went on to win, was 

led by alumni of the Nippon Foundation 

and the General Bathymetric Chart of the 

Peter Donaldson looks at how this USV, 
which allows over-the-horizon deployment 
of deep-sea AUVs, was designed

No hands on deck
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At 12 m long and displacing 11.2 t, 
the X-Class USV is designed as an 

unmanned mothership for ROVs and 
AUVs capable of operating in the open 

ocean under remote control from a 
shore base (Courtesy of Sea-Kit)
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T
he professional UAV 

industry has spawned a 

multitude of approaches to 

producing safe and robust 

VTOL-transitioning systems. 

Most have taken the route of a multi-

copter hybrid, such as those from Alti 

Transition (UST 8, June/July 2016) with 

vertically disposed electric motors on 

fixed booms. Other manufacturers have 

developed tiltrotor aircraft, such as those 

from Quantum Systems (UST 14, June/

July 2017) and Wingcopter (UST 24, 

February/March 2019), or tail-sitters from 

the likes of Martin UAV (UST 15, August/

September 2017) and UAV Works (UST 

32, June/July 2020).

And the innovations continue. Take 

the case of US-based PteroDynamics, 

which has developed a unique 

VTOL-transitioning solution in which 

transversely folding wings move a UAV’s 

electric drives from a forward-facing 

arrangement for flight to one that points 

upwards for hovering.

The company says the system, called 

the Transwing, has various advantages 

over other VTOL systems for fixed-wing 

UAVs, from better aerodynamics and 

agility to greatly reduced mechanical 

and software complexity, as well as a far 

smaller ground footprint relative to its in-

flight dimensions. It is used on its flagship 

aircraft, the X-P4 UAV, which is on track 

for delivery to the US Navy next year. 

There is also a smaller version, the X-P2.

The X-P4 is a 4 m wingspan all-electric 

aircraft, with a nominal MTOW of 75 lb 

(34 kg) and a maximum endurance of 

3 hours when cruising at 45-50 knots 

(52-58 mph). It offers a 6.8 kg nominal 

payload weight (within a 28 litre payload 

volume), although up to 11.8 kg can 

be carried if the end-user is happy to 

sacrifice battery packs and hence range 

and endurance. 

 

Company history
The Transwing technology was invented 

by Dr Val Petrov, founder and CTO of 

PteroDynamics, who moved to the US 

from the former Soviet Union in 1990 

while still a PhD student, specialising in 

control theory and non-linear dynamics. 

This UAV’s unique VTOL-transitioning technology 
gives it advantages over other VTOL systems. 

Rory Jackson explains how it was developed

Transition 
elements
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T
he agricultural market has 

been approached repeatedly 

by unmanned systems 

developers offering solutions 

to help farmers improve the 

health and productivity of their fields. 

These solutions have often been UAVs 

carrying IR sensors tuned for detecting 

water stress, blight and other threats to 

crops, although over the past few years 

newer solutions such as autonomous 

tractors and sprayer UAVs have emerged.

Despite these many high-end solutions 

being tested and proven to enable 

significant productivity improvements 

on farms, their uptake by farmers has 

generally remained quite low. The main 

reason is that farmers have little interest in 

learning new engineering skills alongside 

all the other machinery and vehicles they 

have to operate and maintain.

Blue White Robotics is acutely aware 

of that reluctance, so it has sought to 

overcome the learning barrier between 

growers and unmanned systems by 

using autonomy and connectivity to 

greatly simplify the operations and inputs 

required of farmers. 

The company not only produces 

autonomy kits, it essentially automates 

entire farms. Although the integrated 

solutions, subsystems and exact vehicle 

models will vary between farms, crops 

and geographical regions, its business 

model and operating processes typically 

involve a number of key steps. 

First the company identifies the most 

suitable components for a grower from 

its portfolio of systems for navigation, 

perception, control, comms and data 

processing. These are integrated into 

the growers’ tractors, then missions and 

behaviours are programmed in, and a 

command console can be handed to the 

farmer for selecting the work they want 

performed. Alternatively, a Blue White 

engineer can operate the systems, with 

the overall control station, autonomous 

farm vehicles and connectivity being 

referred to as the BlueWhite Platform.

“Our systems provide a solution for 

labour shortages. There’s a particular 

need for this right now, in no small part 

owing to the pandemic,” says Adam Fine, 

business development manager at Blue 

White Robotics. 

“We’re based in Israel, but we visited 

Rory Jackson explains how this company  
tailors automation systems to different farms to  

address labour shortages in the sector

Farm labourers
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Blue White Robotics equips tractors and fields with 
systems for autonomous control, navigation and 

comms (Images courtesy of Blue White Robotics)
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W
ith shipping routes 

and other international 

maritime partnerships 

set to return to 

relative normality as 

Covid-induced restrictions start to ease, 

governments and businesses around 

the world are redoubling their efforts 

regarding environmental sustainability 

and the security of ocean-based assets. 

In addition to a huge number of fresh 

orders for wind farms, new projects in 

maritime border monitoring, hydrography, 

offshore oil & gas and other critical 

industries are being conducted at 

unprecedented rates.

Fortunately, the global shutdowns have 

not noticeably slowed USV development. 

With many years of experience now 

under their belts, maritime unmanned 

systems companies are unveiling a flood 

of next-generation designs, updates and 

collaborative projects to tackle the most 

pressing marine concerns of 2021.

Ocean mapping
As seen with solar-powered HALE 

UAVs, renewable energy can provide 

unmanned vehicles with outstanding 

endurances, and USVs have a range of 

such energy sources to choose from, 

such as wind and waves as well as solar. 

Such is the success with which 

Saildrone has achieved this with its 

eponymous USV – which is powered by 

wind, solar and hydroelectricity – that the 

company has unveiled its larger, next-

generation system, the Saildrone Surveyor. 

The Surveyor is 72 ft (21.9 m) long, 

slightly more than three times the 

length of the original 23 ft Saildrone 

Explorer, which so far has notched up 

over 500,000 nautical miles of survey 

operations.

“The Saildrone concept is completely 

scalable, and like any sailboat, the longer 

its waterline gets, the more its speed 

and carrying capacity increase,” says 

Saildrone’s CEO Richard Jenkins. 

“For the Surveyor’s bathymetry 

missions, 72 ft gave us a happy medium 

between manufacturability and having 

enough power, comms, sensors and 

other hardware on board to be a 

valuable USV for ocean mapping.” 

He adds that greater size means 

more area for solar panels. While wind 

is harnessed by the USV’s sail, primarily 

for propulsion, electrical energy comes 

from a battery charged by the solar cells 

and an onboard hydroelectric generator, 

which contains a shaft and turbine that 

are propelled by water as the vessel 

sails through it.

“A bigger sail and longer waterline 

also means more speed, hence more 

hydroelectric power for sensors,” 

Jenkins says. “We’ve deployed 100 or 

so Explorers around the world, from the 

Arctic to the Southern oceans. 

As the rate at which new and updated 
USVs are being launched grows faster 
than ever, Rory Jackson points to 
some of their key developments

In full 
spate
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Saildrone’s Surveyor is the company’s newest 
USV, and will take on ocean mapping duties 
like the original Saildrone Explorer, albeit with 
larger payloads and more power generation 
(Courtesy of Saildrone)
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I
t has been said that humanity’s quality 

of life depends utterly on access to 

safe, consistent transportation, be it to 

do our jobs, pick up provisions or for 

socialising. Developing autonomous 

transport technology is fundamental to 

widening that access, as it will remove the 

limits on the availability of transport routes, 

trained drivers or pilots, for which there are 

labour shortages (as with many industries 

nowadays).

While news items about self-driving cars 

have been legion over the past few years, 

the same cannot be said of actual practical 

cases pushing larger-scale deployment of 

autonomous transport systems. However, 

some projects around the world are now 

forging ahead to do just that, with the goal 

of regular, reliable mobility in mind.

Buses
The Irizar Group has become one of the 

first companies in the world to use an 

autonomous bus in real-world traffic. 

Malaga, in Spain, became the testing 

ground for one of the Spanish OEM’s 

battery-electric buses (refitted to work 

autonomously) earlier this year. It is 

a commercial trial run that has come 

after 4 years of r&d by Irizar, its various 

subsidiaries (in charge of different 

subcomponents) and 11 partners across 

the commercial and academic worlds.

“In addition to researching better batteries 

for more sustainable transport over the 

past decade, we want smart, autonomous 

buses that make for safer and more efficient 

driving routes,” explains Imanol Rego, 

director-general of Irizar E-Mobility.

“We’ve incorporated a range of 

hardware for almost 360º awareness, 

and a range of software for smart object 

avoidance and predictive analytics 

for conditions such as blind corners. 

Our initial objective is to prove it can 

operate to SAE Level 3 autonomy – 

that is, conditioned automation – as 

the commercial operator Avanza must 

always have a driver on board.”

The bus platform is one of Irizar’s ie 

models, a 12 m-long transport vehicle 

typically built with 350-425 kWh of 

lithium-ion battery packs and a 180 kW 

synchronous electric motor. This gives 

an expected maximum range of around 

250 km (and 17 hours of operating time) 

between recharges, with enough seating 

for up to 70 passengers.

The route

December/January 2022  |  Unmanned Systems Technology    
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Oceans (GEBCO) training programme in 

ocean mapping at the Center for Coastal 

and Ocean Mapping/Joint Hydrographic 

Center of the University of New Hampshire. 

The event required competitors to 

map 500 km2 or more of seafloor at a 

depth of 4000 m with no human crew at 

the scene. The team saw that deploying 

underwater vehicles and survey 

systems was the biggest challenge the 

competition presented, and approached 

Sea-Kit’s parent company Hushcraft to 

design a USV capable of launching and 

recovering a Kongsberg Hugin AUV and 

that would fit into a 40 ft ISO container. 

Simpson started Hushcraft with the 

goal of developing hybrid propulsion 

systems for large river cruisers, and  

also worked on advanced low-resistance 

hull forms for offshore use. Both of 

these generated useful knowledge for 

subsequent USV development. 

“Remote, over-the-horizon AUV 

deployment had never been achieved 

before, so this system had to be 

designed from scratch,” he says, 

recalling the challenges of the  

project. 

“There were also significant obstacles 

presented by satellite data bandwidth 

limitations and sending complex 

situational awareness information from 

the vessel to the control centre.” 

The task of taking the combination of 

vehicles safely offshore, deploying and 

retrieving the Hugin and updating its 

mission plans with the USV and AUV 

being separated by 4 km of water is 

demanding for many reasons, such as 

managing a remote launch. 

Although Kongsberg has its own long-

proven Launch and Recovery System 

(LRS) for the Hugin, that was developed 

for use aboard relatively large manned 

vessels, so something suited to remote 

operation aboard USVs was needed. 

‘Treadmill’ LRS
Sea-Kit therefore developed its own 

system, and is in the process of patenting 

it. The GEBCO-NF alumni team has 

published a video that shows the rather 

ingenious invention in action (www.

youtube.com/watch?v=FomfAprZ9bM). 

The recovery portion of the video 

shows the Hugin approaching the stern 

of the X-Class from the point of view of a 

rear-facing onboard camera. The vessel 

is trimmed down at the stern under the 

control of a ballast pumping system to 

make it easier for the Hugin to enter. 

The dock has curved sides that help 

guide the Hugin in as it approaches; 

the sides have a rubber-like covering to 

prevent damage to the AUV as it noses 

its way in and onto a moving rubber 

belt reminiscent of a gym treadmill. 

The belt slopes up towards the USV’s 

bow and also curves into a trough to 

conform to the Hugin’s rounded hull 

cross-section before the flexible material 

flattens out once more when it meets 

the forward roller. 

At the sides, the Hugin is guided laterally 

and held by curved elements with polymer 

contact surfaces. At the end of its travel, 

the AUV contacts a curved plate with its 

nose, cutting the power to the belt and 

Sea-Kit X-Class   |   Digest
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The X-Class shown trimmed down and with stern doors open to allow 
the Hugin into the well dock in port (Courtesy of Sea-Kit and Fugro)
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Although he spent much of his 

subsequent professional life in investment 

management, he took up aeronautics as 

a hobby, mainly through remote control 

(RC) planes and helicopters.

“I spent more than 20 years flying 

RC, and I’d always wanted to combine 

my planes and helicopters into a single 

aircraft,” he recounts. 

“I especially wanted to combine a 

high-aspect ratio wing, which is ideal 

for highly efficient and fast forward 

flight, with a VTOL capability. But long, 

thin wings make aircraft hard to control 

when they’re anywhere near the ground, 

especially with crosswinds that can 

‘catch’ and pull them around. That’s why 

most VTOL-transition engineers opt for 

relatively short wings, despite being less 

aerodynamically efficient for flight.” 

Dr Petrov ruminated on this until 2016, 

when he began conceiving a way to fold 

his aircrafts’ wings (partially influenced 

by the Sto-Wing technology patented by 

Grumman for the F4F-4 Wildcat) using 

a rearwards-folding element to direct its 

propellers upwards.

After building parts for a prototype from 

balsa wood, he iterated many blueprints 

of wing-folding until arriving at one he 

thought would work. He constructed 

the mechanisms, installed them in the 

3 lb aircraft (along with rudimentary RC 

electronics and controls), and found to his 

shock that it transitioned from vertical take-

off into forward flight without any issues.

Recognising what his technology was 

capable of, he hurriedly patented it and 

sought partners to start a company. A 

new prototype with a slightly improved 

transitioning mechanism was built 

and entered testing in mid-2017, which 

accomplished about 200 flights before 

crashing because of an aileron servo 

failure.

“We’ve built prototypes of many different 

MTOWs and wingspans, and found that 

the Transwing technology scales without 

any difficulties,” Dr Petrov adds. “The 

first 4 m wingspan prototype was critical 

to proving that: if we were prone to any 

wind stall on larger wings, it would have 

shown up in one of its test flights. Instead, 

transition and flight were performed 

perfectly, with high controllability at all 

speeds and power outputs.”

The company began pitching its design 

to potential customers in 2018, shortly 

after Matthew Graczyk joined as CEO. 

The following year, the US Navy asked 

to test a Transwing aircraft, awarding 

PteroDynamics a contract for the Blue 

Water ship-to-ship logistics project 

soon after; the X-P4 was subsequently 

designed around this requirement.

Vice-president of engineering Tim 

Whitehand joined PteroDynamics in early 

2020. He is a seasoned engineer and 

aviator experienced in the design, build 

and testing of numerous unmanned 

and optionally piloted experimental 

aircraft, and worked to establish a team 

of engineers focused on maturing the 

company’s technologies, processes and 

capabilities. 

PteroDynamics X-P4   |   Dossier
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PteroDynamics’ transitioning 
architecture is computationally simple 

and allows a high aspect ratio wing 
(Images courtesy of PteroDynamics)

The Transwing uses its four electric 
motors in cruise, forward flight and 
transitions between the two
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20 different growers on the US west coast 

and spoke to several more in Australia to 

determine their specific needs. All of them 

said the lockdowns and border closures 

had shut off their supply of migrant labour 

and destroyed their ability to operate, both 

in terms of getting workers into the fields 

and having them still legally comply with 

social distancing in the fields, bunkhouses 

and so on.

“Even so, they need the solution 

simplified – when you buy a power drill, 

for example, you don’t actually want to 

learn about the power drill, you want to 

drill holes in a wall. So we take care of all 

the systems integrations, software writing 

and even regulatory paperwork, so none 

of it seems like a big, risky investment or 

a potential liability to these new adopters 

of unmanned systems.”

Alon Ascher, general manager and 

vice-president of business development 

at Blue White, adds, “A typical farm 

might have six to 12 different tractors 

for different tasks – tending to citrus 

fruit, nuts, vineyards and so on – so we 

transfer their drivers over to just one 

operator. Although our system naturally 

comes with an initial investment cost, 

from day one you save hugely on 

labour and keeping your farm running, 

even if your workers can’t access their 

machinery.”

In addition to making up for worker 

shortfalls and reducing farms’ sensitivities 

to shocks in the labour supply, the 

system reduces costs by eliminating 

human error during farming tasks, 

which can cause serious harm to 

crops, workers or vehicles owing to 

poor visibility, working at night or the 

repetitive nature of some jobs. Simplifying 

operations and increasing worker 

safety also greatly reduce the need for 

micromanagement by a farm’s overseer, 

making their job much easier.

“Over time, we can also see how to 

optimise the use of farm vehicles more 

efficiently, so instead of needing 12 

tractors running all the time for example, 

we might find that actually the farm 

needs only 10 or even eight,” Ascher 

adds. “So then you can reduce your fleet 

sizes, parts inventories, maintenance 

work and insurance costs.” 

The BlueWhite Platform
As mentioned, the kit comprising the 

BlueWhite Platform encompasses a 

wide range of products to be potentially 

integrated. As a rule, however, the farmer 

always retains their existing equipment 

– their preferences in tractors and 

implements are kept.

“The Platform is an aftermarket kit, so 

we convert the on-site tractors – and 

as there’s no drive-by-wire on those 

vehicles, we need to automate everything 

down to the mechanical controls,” Ascher 

says. “So the first component of our kit 

is the low-level control system: servos 

for mechanical actuation of the steering 

wheels, pedals, levers, power take-offs, 

hydraulics and so on.”

These dozen-or-so servos are controlled 

by a low-level computer, so called to 

differentiate it from a high-level computer 

that runs more complex algorithms. This 

sits inside the cab, operating via a closed 

loop of control sensors to make sure 

actuation commands are carried out with 

sufficient accuracy and that they result in 

the correct adjustments for maintaining 

tractor speed, turning and braking.

“The low-level computer is 80% the 

same in every tractor; the other 20% 

generally consists of some modifications 

specific to the layout of different tractor 

models’ cabs – the different connections, 

pedal mechanisms and actuation 

mechanisms,” Ascher adds. 

Manual control of the tractors is never 

entirely eliminated; where necessary, 

a single button on the central control 

station enables a worker to drive the 

tractor themselves. Bulky computer 

enclosures and hanging cables that 

could obstruct human access to pedals 

or levers are therefore avoided, and 

size-optimised actuators, wiring 

Blue White Robotics Platform   |   In operation
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A Lidar sits on the front of each tractor 
for obstacle detection, with a bumper 
below for last-resort collision protection
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“The Surveyor is based on the same 

technology, which has been developed 

through seven or eight generations of 

Explorer, and is a fully mature bathymetry 

platform in terms of range, reliability and 

endurance.” 

The Surveyors will be capable of 

covering an average of 10,000 nautical 

miles in mapping missions before 

docking for routine maintenance. As 

with the Explorer, these operations 

can also involve surveys for climate 

research, weather monitoring and 

related applications.

More power also means more 

high-end sensors can be used in 

surveys. Examples include deep-ocean 

bathymetry using Kongsberg’s EM 304 

multi-beam echo sounder, inspecting 

fisheries using the Simrad EK90 echo 

sounder, and maritime domain awareness 

for organisations focused on ocean 

security or other strategic concerns.

“Less than 7% of the deep ocean 

has been mapped, and it would take 

centuries to map the rest with manned 

ships, so the Surveyor has been sized 

around the EM 304 as its primary 

sensor,” Jenkins says. “It’s a 1º x 1º multi-

beam unit that draws 3 kW continuously, 

and can map at 7 km below the ocean 

surface – so long as you have a quiet 

enough vehicle, which we do.”

To provide sufficient energy, the 

Surveyor integrates a small diesel 

engine. It will not run all the time; Jenkins 

suggests that just a few hours per day 

might be needed. It drives a generator 

at its most efficient rpm to charge the 

battery, and potentially a propeller, to 

enable survey speeds of 6 knots and top 

speeds of 10 knots when required. 

The Surveyors will still rely primarily on 

wind, solar and hydroelectricity for their 

day-to-day operation though, although the 

fuel tank and propeller can provide for up to 

2500 nautical miles if one of the renewable 

power systems suffers a fault or damage.

“Also, while the diesel engine is off, the 

sonar swathe width grows by 20%, and we 

can capture even the most quiet returns, 

meaning improved accuracy and coverage 

over fuel-powered USVs,” Jenkins adds. 

“Even electrically propelled craft still 

need to stop their e-motors to cut out 

excess noise, but we can keep moving 

and surveying with that 1º x 1º resolution 

until the batteries need a top-up. For 

a mapping mission lasting potentially 

decades, 20% more sonar coverage 

while moving makes a gigantic difference.

“We’re now working on a mid-sized 

vehicle, the Saildrone Voyager, to 

USVs   |   Insight
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Its sensor architecture for autonomous 

traffic detection and navigation uses four 

EO cameras, three Lidars, three radars 

and a GNSS receiver. The company 

notes that extensive redundancy was 

needed in the sensors owing to the size 

of the bus and the shadow it can cast, 

making it challenging to achieve a full 

surrounding view at all times.

Two cameras face the front, with two 

others facing the rear from the sides. The 

three Lidars also face the front (with the 

outer two covering close to a 270° field of 

view), while one of the three radars faces 

the front and two face the rear from the 

side of the bus This ensures point clouds 

are created with sufficient speed and 

accuracy to gauge traffic dynamics and 

ranges directly in front of the bus, while the 

cameras’ computer vision systems identify 

and classify objects surrounding the bus, 

in order to predict their likely movements. 

The radars account for vehicles 

approaching from the rear. This is an 

important consideration, given the 

possibility of collisions from the rear, but 

not life-threatening to humans in the 

way that forward collisions could be, so 

power-hungry Lidars are not used here. 

“The GNSS meanwhile is the primary 

source of mapping and localisation 

data,” Rego adds. “And if there’s sunlight 

or fog, these can obscure the cameras’ 

work, which is why Lidar and radar are 

our primary tools for object detection 

and rangefinding.” 

The autonomous mode is engaged via 

an electromagnet that clutches the 

Autonomous transport   |   Insight

of the matter

An ie bus from Irizar E-Mobility has begun 
commercial trials in Malaga, Spain, to SAE 

Level 3 autonomy (Courtesy of Irizar Group)

Unmanned Systems Technology  |  December/January 2022

Rory Jackson looks at some of the companies 
who are turning the hype surrounding  

autonomous transport into practical systems
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TECHNOLOGY FOCUS:  
Artificial intelligence
Development of unmanned systems today 
needs highly optimised hardware to run  
neural networks and rule-based policies  
more efficiently, as well as tools for developing 
and verifying the safety of AI systems. We will 
look at these as well as other machine  
learning techniques for monitoring and 
predictive maintenance.

PRODUCT FOCUS:  
Propellers
UAVs carry heavier weights than ever before, 
and increasingly fly at higher altitudes and over 
longer distances. The latest material choices, 
coatings, blade shapes, and pitch variation 
methods from lab to production line must 
accordingly be explored in detail.

INSIGHT:  
Geospatial survey

TECHNOLOGY FOCUS:  
Video systems
Video is a key capability for uncrewed 
systems, and we will be looking at the wide 
range of technologies available for video 
capture, processing and transmission, and the 
optimisations across the signal change that 
allow for more efficient operation.

PRODUCT FOCUS:  
GNSS
GNSS receivers today must be designed 
for compatibility with a wider array of global 
satellite constellations, intelligent functionalities, 
and reliability benchmarks than ever before. 
We will look into the various proficiencies 
and techniques that GNSS companies are 
honing to ensure persistently pinpoint-accurate 
navigation for uncrewed systems engineers.

INSIGHT:  
Uncrewed Space Vehicles

Forward features
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UST 2022/23 Publishing schedule overview
No. Issue Ed deadline Ad deadline  On sale Key features

43 Apr/May ’22 11th Mar 23rd Mar 11th Apr Tech Focus: Charging 
     Product Focus: Engine control units
     Insight: Uncrewed Ground Vehicles

44 Jun/Jul ’22 6th May 18th May 6th June Tech Focus: LiDAR sensors 
     Product Focus: Connectors
     Insight: Uncrewed Surface Vehicles

45 Aug/Sept ’22 15th July 27th July 15th Aug Tech Focus: Performance monitoring 
     Product Focus: Gimbals
     Insight: Uncrewed Aerial Vehicles

46 Oct/Nov ’22 23rd Sept 5th Oct 24th Oct Tech Focus: Video systems 
     Product Focus: GNSS
     Insight: Uncrewed Space Vehicles

47 Dec/Jan ’23 25th Nov 7th Dec 2nd Jan ’23 Tech Focus: Artificial intelligence 
     Product Focus: Propellers
     Insight: Geospatial survey
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Where in the worldCirculation

Uncrewed Systems Technology magazine is read by engineers around the world actively working on developing 
technological solutions for uncrewed vehicles and the systems that support them. Written by engineers, for engineers.

USA   
 

UK

Rest of Europe 
 

Rest of World

Core circulation –  
individually mailed copies
6,000
Readership  
(average 3 readers per copy)
18,000
• Chief / Head / Lead / Principal Engineer (UAV, UGV, USV, UUV)   
• Aerospace Engineer • Airworthiness Engineer  
• Autonomous Systems Engineer • Chief Scientist   
• Development Engineer • Director of Design   
• Electronic Design Engineer • Embedded Software Engineer 
• Hardware Engineer • Head of Innovation • Lead Robotics Engineer  
• Materials Manager • Mechatronics Engineer • Mechanical Engineer  
• Program Manager • Project Engineer • R&D Engineer • Robotics   
• Researcher • Research Scientist • Senior UAV Technician  
• Software Developer • System Integration Engineer   
• Technology Researcher • UAS Logistics Analyst    
• UAV / UAS Operator • UAV / UAS Pilot • UV Specialist

We distribute UST to: 
• Argentina • Australia • Austria • Azerbaijan • Bahrain • Belarus • Belgium • Brazil • Bulgaria  
• Canada • Chile • China • Colombia • Croatia • Cyprus • Czech Republic • Denmark • Ecuador  
• Egypt • Estonia • Finland • France • Germany • Greece • Hong Kong • Hungary • Iceland • India  
• Indonesia • Ireland • Israel • Italy • Japan • Jordan • Kuwait • Latvia • Lebanon • Lithuania  
• Luxembourg • Malaysia • Mexico • Monaco • Nepal • New Zealand • Nigeria • Norway • Pakistan  
• Peru • Philippines • Poland • Portugal • Romania • Russia • Saudi Arabia • Singapore • Slovakia  
• Slovenia • South Africa • South Korea • Spain • Sweden • Switzerland • Taiwan • Tanzania  
• Thailand • The Netherlands • Tunisia • Turkey • UAE • UK • Ukraine • USA • Vietnam

Readership

www.ust-media.com



Size/insertions 1x 3x 6x

Double page £7315 £6585 £6215
Full page £4265 £3840 £3625
Half page £2315 £2085 £1970
Quarter page £1220 £1100 £1035
Cover positions +20%, Guaranteed position +10%  

Double page spread
Trim: W420mm x H297mm 
Bleed: W426mm x H303mm 
Type: W400mm x H277mm

Full page
Trim: W210mm x H297mm 
Bleed: W216mm x H303mm 
Type: W190mm x H277mm

Half page (V) 
Type area:  
W92.5mm x H277mm

Half page (H) 
Type area:  
W190mm x H136mm

Quarter page
Type area:  
W92.5mm x H136mm

Specifications:  

Artwork can be supplied 
in PDF, EPS, TIFF or 
JPEG formats. Artwork    
to be set at 300dpi.  

Alternatively we do  
offer a design service by 
arrangement, so if you 
would like us to help 
make an advertisement 
for you, or amend an 
existing ad, then please 
get in touch to discuss.

Payload Control 
Easy Import & Map Layering

Multi-vehicle Control
Point & Fly - Convoy On-The-Move

www.robotaviation.com

Examples of full page ads

Examples of half pages Examples of quarter pages

Advertising rates and specs

www.ust-media.com
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Fact not fiction. Science not speculation.

Editorial enquiries 
Ian Bamsey – Editorial Director 
ian@ust-media.com

Nick Flaherty – Technology Editor
nick@ust-media.com

Rory Jackson – Deputy Editor
rory@ust-media.com

Peter Donaldson – Technology Contributor
peter@ust-media.com

Advertising enquiries 
Simon Moss – Publishing Director 
simon@ust-media.com

Subscription & general enquiries 
Freya Williams – Business Development
freya@ust-media.com

High Power Media Ltd   
Whitfield House, Cheddar Road,  
Wedmore, Somerset, BS28 4EJ, UK
Tel: +44 (0)1934 713957  
www.highpowermedia.com   •   www.ust-media.com

Contacts

The advantages of printed media are that it is both 
tactile and authoritative. Journalism on the internet 
suffers from the impermanence of the medium. The 
intense information flow sweeps away ideas as if 
cast into a fast moving stream. Committing to the 
art-form of print, requires an investment that qualifies 
the presented contents, wherein the best ideas 
get published as opposed to all of them. Print is a 
universal part of our human experience; we read, 
learn, write and express ourselves with paper from 
childhood and that brings us comfort. 

Jeff Parisse, Owner, Jeff Parisse Productions Inc

You have no idea how incredibly useful the information 
you have compiled is! I was struggling to find inspiration 
and getting lost in endless generic google searches until 
I found UST magazine. There is so much information on 
requirements, hand calculations and available tech!! 

 

As a SUAS manufacturer, UST provides us with valuable 
information, technology and products from across the world 
that we would otherwise not know about. The detailed 
technical articles, images and well written copy bring all 
that information together in one source. It’s a top notch 
magazine that we place above all others in our office.

Duran De Villiers, CEO, Alti UAS 

UST magazine is one of the few publications that still 
takes the time to do thoughtful, in-depth pieces with 
leading experts in the uncrewed industry. It provides 
insight into the companies that are driving technology 
forward and helps me to know who’s leading the pack.

Andrew Hayes,  
Director of EagleWorX, Insitu

Just read through it. Very interesting. It was worth 
reading through carefully and learning what others 
are doing with autonomous tech. You can tell your 
advertisers that it is also helpful to connect with the 
wide variety of products that are targeted towards 
autonomous systems. I followed up on several. Thanks.

UAV manufacturer, CEO

We’ve been working with UST since day one and 
have been delighted with the interest and feedback our 
advertisements have generated. UST is fresh, creative, 
and stands out from all others with its detailed technical 
reports that truly celebrate the innovation that’s driving 
this fascinating and fast growing industry.

Phillipp Volz, CEO, Volz Servos


